
DEFENSIVE PLAY RULES

Defense should never try to beat a check one on one in defensive zone
or when last man back.
Complete all checks.
Defense stand up at blueline if wing is in check.
Puck along boards always check on defensive side.
Dump puck out against boards when no play at hash marks.
Eat puck when no play behind hash marks.
Don't try to ice puck up middle unless 100% sure.
Defense look over shoulder before reaching corner for puck.
Weakside defense play slightly behind strongside defense at blueline
on 2 on 2 or 3 on 2.
Closest man force puck carrier in defensive zone.
Never be outnumbered in the defensive corners or behind net.
Don't chase puck carrier behind net in offensive zone unless fore-
checking with 2 men and 2nd man is attacking from the opposite side.
Wingers contact checks in neutral zone (throw off stride or offside).
Never quit on check, pursue check to net if necessary.
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DEFENSIVE COVERAGE IN DEFENSIVE ZONE

CENTRE BACK COVERAGE
Centre &,comesback to help defense ~ clearing
puck. Wingers cover points but should move in
to help out in front of net until we gain
possession of puck. Weak side wing especially
has to protect on far side of slot area behind
the defense.

\.
WINGERS BACK COVERAGE
Strong side winger ~ comes back to help ~
def~nse on his side gain possession of puck.
Centre ~ covers slot and strong side point.
Weak side wing &. covers slot and weak side
point. Weak side defense &. covers in front of
net.
NOTE: Weak side winger ~ should watch zone

behind weak side defense close to net.
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1. Forwards can move in towards net to protect. If opposition defense
gets puck, move out immediately and force under control from inside
out position. Try'to.force pass, block shot and always complete
the check. We~k side winger anticipate pass across to other defense.
If puck carrier moves in unchecked, close~t defense must move out
to meet him and force play, even if you have to leave a man un-
checked in front of net. Don't leave too soon. Goaltender covers
man in front until help arrives.
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3. Always force puck carrier in defensive zone and finish all checks.
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FORECHECKING SYSTEMS

#1 (BASIC SYSTE:1) 2 Man Strongside
.-Fig.l

( \
(x) 1st man in takes puckcarrier

Play the man 'not the puck.
(Finish your check)

(X2)2nd man covers on strong side boards
.moves to pick up loose puck.

(X3) 3rd man covers slot area deep and
slightly to strong side.

(Dol) Strongside defenseman plays tight
(D.2) Weakside defenseman.play middle deep.

Fig02 If Opposition Defense Passes to Weak Side.
1) Xl must finish his check to take strongside

D out of play then moves to center area.
2) X2 goes for weakside defenseman either

behind net or cutting in front.
3) X3 moves to cover winger on weak 'side thus

forcing opposition defense to carry the
puck out. If puck is loose he may attempt
to retrieve puck. .

4) D02 moves to tight position and D.l moves'
to.deep middle position.
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#2 (1 ~WI SYSE;'I)

Fig .3.

..

Xl 1st man tries to force bad pass
by puckcarrier.

X2 2nd man covers on side winger.
X3 3rd man covers center area forcing pass

to winger.

If pass goes to winger (X3) tries to check
wing forcing another pass which could be
intercepted.
Defense plays inside blueline even. . .

#3 (PENAL TV KILLING FORECHECKING SYSTEM) ~.

Xl stands in middle of offensive zone.
X2 stands behind Xl just inside blueline.
D.l and D.2 stand on blueline.
Xl forechecks puckcarrier to boards or forces
. puckcarri er to pass to wi ng.

X2 covers center zone.
Xl chases winger with puck to force him

to pass rinkwide or shoot into our zone.
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; FORECHECKING .

1-2-2 REGULAR
First man in sweep checks & forces puck carrier to
boards or forces pass to wing. Must force inside
to out side ..
Wingers cover wingers. Stay on defensive side.
Weak side wing may cheat towards centre ..

1-2-2 (T-CHECKING)

1-2...- Z. R'CG-
O~

First man sweep checks & forces puck carrier to
boards or pass to winger.
Both wingers play back and towards middle giving
wingers open area for receiving a pass.
As soon as pass is made to ~ing, closest checker
must force by playing the man (finish your check).
Try to create turnover by forcing puck carrier into
hasty pass. Other two forwards cover for pass up
the middle. Try to intercept. Defense be alert
for errant passes.
NOTE:
You are attempting to open up the play and hopefully
intercept a pass in the offensive zone fOr a g~od
scoring opportunity.
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FORECHECKING

2-1-2 REGULAR
Two forwards after puck carrier
1st forward play body (finish check).
2nd forward look for loose puck or go to 1st pass
and play body.Try to force puck carrier to ring puck around boards.
Follow up after initial check.
3rd forward in deep slot moves to strong side and
makes check.
2-1-2 PRESS (DEFENSE PINCH)
Two forwards "after puck carrier."
Force puck carrier to ring puck around boards. Play
the man and finish checks.
3rd forward plays between defense.
If puck is passed to win er, defense moves in and
checks wing complete your c~eck). Deep forward
moves to cover on boards behind defense.
If puck carrier is in control and skating towards
blue line, defense does not forecheck.
3rd forward moves in to force puck carrier towards
boards.Other two forwards come back quickly to try for
interception or loose puck created by forechecker.
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PROTECTING A LEAD

1) Always one forward back in offensive zone ready for backchecking.
2) No drop passes.
3) Seldom use points.
4) Don't dump it blind in front of opposition net.
5) Dump puck into their zone unless we have a 3 on 2 or 2 on 1.
6) Watch for penalties.
7) Slo\~ down the play.
8) Quick charges - don't get caught tired.
9) Short passes and dump puck out of our zone on boards.
10) Don't go 1 on.l to net, go around.
11) Don'.ttake low percentage shots, ie. slap shots, bad angle shots.
11) Don't carry puck back into our zone.
13) Keep puck in front of you over redline, don't make a centering

pass unless 100% sure.
14) Get faceoffs in offensive zone.
15) 1-2-2 forechecking one man pressuring puck, win(jers cover wings,

defense. stand up at blueline.
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